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Connected by Design 
Seven Principles for Business Transformation Through 
Functional Integration
By:  Barry Wacksman
Category: Business & Economics > Strategic Planning

ABOUT THE BOOK
In a world of fierce global competition and rapid technological 
change, traditional strategies for gaining market share and 
achieving efficiencies no longer yield the returns they once did. 
How can companies drive consumer preference and secure 
sustainable growth in this digital, social, and mobile age?The 
answer is through functional integration. Some of the world's 
most highly valued companies... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
BARRY WACKSMAN is executive vice president and chief 
growth officer at R/GA, a full-service digital advertising and 
marketing consultancy. During his 15 years with R/GA, Barry 
has helped shape the vision of the agency and advised dozens of 
Fortune 500 companies on digital strategy. He lives in New York 
with his wife and son.CHRIS STUTZMAN is managing director 
of the business transformation practic... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
“Every now and again a book comes along that expands your 
mind, challenges conventional wisdom, and is truly disruptive—a 
precursor to progress. Connected by Design is such a book. 
Functional integration has enormous relevance as an organizing 
principle way beyond marketing. I urge you to read the book, be 
disruptive, and unleash the power of connectedness. It can only 
do you good... Read more » 
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The Little Book of Market Wizards 
Lessons from the Greatest Traders
By:  Jack D. Schwager
Series:  Little Books. Big Profits
Category: Business & Economics > Investments & Securities > 
General

ABOUT THE BOOK
An accessible look at the art of investing and how to adopt the 
practices of top professionalsWhat differentiates the highly 
successful market practitioners—the Market Wizards—from 
ordinary traders? What traits do they share? What lessons can the 
average trader learn from those who achieved superior returns for 
decades while still maintaining strict risk control? Jack Schwager 
has spent the past 25 years interviewing the market legends in 
search of the answers—a quest chronicled in four prior Market 
Wizards volumes totaling nearly 2,000 pages.In The Little Book 
of Market Wizards, Jack Schwager seeks to distill what he 
considers the essential lessons he learned in conducting... Read 
more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
JACK D. SCHWAGER is a recognized industry expert in futures 
and hedge funds and the author of a number of widely acclaimed 
financial books. He is currently a principal of PortfolioFit 
(portfoliofitadvisors.com), an advisory firm that specializes in 
constructing tailor-made futures and FX managed account 
portfolios for clients, and the co-portfolio manager for the ADM 
Investor Services Diversified Strategies Fund, a portfolio of 
futures and FX managed accounts. Mr. Schwager is also one of 
the founders of Fund Seeder (Fundseeder.com), a platform 
designed to find undiscovered trading talent worldwide and 
connect unknown successful traders with sources of investment 
capital.Mr. Schwager is the i... Read more » 
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Low-Hanging Fruit 
77 Eye-Opening Ways to Improve Productivity and Profits
By:  Jeremy Eden
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Take the easy road to higher earnings“There seems to be some 
perverse human characteristic that likes to make easy things 
difficult.”—Warren Buffett, CEO, Berkshire HathawayPicking 
low-hanging fruit should be easy. Yet despite all the cost cutting 
and lean six-sigmaing, the branches of corporate trees are sagging 
from the weight of low-hanging fruit. Why not grab them and 
make... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
JEREMY EDEN and TERRI LONG have worked with the CEOs 
of a wide range of companies in both size and industry to guide 
their teams through a galvanizing earnings growth process. They 
have worked with companies such as PNC Financial, H.J. Heinz, 
Manpower, The Schwan Food Company, Energy East, Webster 
Financial, and Standard Register, among many others.Jeremy 
attended Yale College and Yale School of M... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
“Their lively book distills what has worked for their Fortune 100 
clients over the past 20 years. They knock over a few sacred cows 
along the way.”—Fortune.com& ldquo;Here’s why you might 
need to forget what you know about teamwork, excelling, and 
tradition.” —Fast Company“Eden and Long wisely present both 
the problems and solutions concisely and cleverly. ... Read more 
» 
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Central Counterparties 
Mandatory Central Clearing and Initial Margin Requirements for 
OTC Derivatives
By:  Jon Gregory
Series:  The Wiley Finance Series
Category: Business & Economics > Finance

ABOUT THE BOOK
The Global Financial Crisis, from 2007 onwards, illustrated the 
inherent weaknesses in the global financial system and some of 
their causes. In particular over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives 
were blamed by many for partially causing and catalysing the 
crisis. Not surprisingly, this has led to dramatic action from 
politicians, policymakers and regulators in relation to OTC 
derivative markets. Two of the most important changes are the 
mandatory clearing of standardised OTC derivatives and the 
requirements for bilateral margin posting in non-standard OTC 
contracts. Both clearing and margining mandates will be 
effectively phased in from 2014 and the associated costs will be 
severe. These regulato... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
DR JON GREGORY is a partner at Solum Financial Partners 
LLP and specialises in counterparty risk and CVA related 
consulting and advisory projects. He has worked on many aspects 
of credit risk in his career, being previously with Barclays 
Capital, BNP Paribas and Citigroup. He is author of the book 
Counterparty Credit Risk and Credit Value Adjustment: A 
Continuing Challenge for Global Financial MarketsSecond 
Edition. Jon holds a PhD from Cambridge University.
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Emerging Markets in an Upside Down World 
Challenging Perceptions in Asset Allocation and Investment
By:  Jerome Booth
Series:  The Wiley Finance Series
Category: Business & Economics > Finance

ABOUT THE BOOK
The world is upside down.  The emerging market countries are 
more important than many investors realise.  They have been 
catching up with the West over the past few decades.  Greater 
market freedom has spread since the end of the Cold War, and 
with it institutional changes which have further assisted emerging 
economies in becoming more productive, flexible, and resilient.  
The Western financial crisis from 2008 has quickened the pace of 
the relative rise of emerging markets - their relative economic 
power, and with it political power, but also their financial power 
as savers, investors and creditors.Emerging Markets in an Upside 
Down World - Challenging Perceptions in Ass... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Jerome Booth (London, England) is a well-known economist, 
emerging market expert, investor and entrepreneur.  He is a 
sought after commentator on global economic events, was part of 
the MBO creating Ashmore Investment Management, which is 
now one of the world’s leading investment managers dedicated to 
emerging markets and, until May 2013, served as its head of 
research. Through his private office, New Sparta, Jerome 
manages a number of his investments.  He is the principal 
shareholder and Chairman of the UK phone company New Call 
Telecom. He is Chairman of the investigative news journalism 
company ExaroNews, and Chairman of Walpole Publishing 
which produces Movin... Read more » 
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All In Startup 
Launching a New Idea When Everything Is on the Line
By:  Diana Kander
Category: Business & Economics > Entrepreneurship

ABOUT THE BOOK
If Owen Chase can't find a way to turn his company around in the 
next nine days, he'll be forced to shut it down and lay off all of 
his employees. He has incurred substantial debt and his marriage 
is on shaky ground.Through pure happenstance, Owen finds 
himself pondering this problem while advancing steadily as a 
contestant at the World Series of Poker. His Las Vegas path 
quickly introduces him to Samantha, a beautiful and mysterious 
mentor with a revolutionary approach to entrepreneurship. Sam is 
a fountain of knowledge that may save his company, but her 
sexual advances might prove too much for Owen's struggling 
marriage.All In Startup is more than just a novel about eschewing 
temptation an... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
DIANA KANDER is a successful entrepreneur, having founded 
and sold a number of ventures, and is a Senior Fellow at the 
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, the largest non-profit in the 
world dedicated to entrepreneurship and education. A 
Georgetown-educated attorney who left a successful practice to 
launch her first company, Diana draws on her experience as a 
founder, investor, and academic to design and implement 
curriculum in educational institutions and the private sector. A 
sought-after public speaker, consultant, and writer, Diana has 
advised startup founders and Fortune 500 executives on her 
methodology for launching customer-focused products and 
services and developing an entrepreneuria... Read more » 
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Raising Capital 
from Angel Investors 
By:  Tarby Bryant
Category: Business & Economics > Entrepreneurship

ABOUT THE BOOK
Fund your startup with smart angel investorsThe Entrepreneur's 
Guide to Raising Capital from Angel Investors is a 
comprehensive reference for entrepreneurs searching for seed 
money and early-stage capital. Author Tarby Bryant is a well-
known name in the startup community, both as an entrepreneur 
and investor, and has facilitated over 400 capital fundings across 
the U.S., Mexico, Canada, and Japan. In this book, Bryant 
discloses the secrets to smart startups and provides the 
information and guidance entrepreneurs need to secure investors. 
You'll learn what angel investors look for before writing a check 
to a young company, and you'll gain the insight of seasoned 
entrepreneurs who have successfully raised capital in the most 
difficult circumstances.When you've exhausted your network of 
the three "Fs" – friends, family, and fools – it's time to seek 
assistance from angels. Angel investing is growing, with over $40 
billion in investments going to startup companies worldwide, an... 
Read more » 
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How to Succeed in 12 Months 
Creating a Life You Love
By:  Serena Star-Leonard
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Step into the more fabulous version of your lifeThink about 
where you are in life right at this moment. How does it compare 
with your dreams? You may have let go of a few life goals over 
the years, as "real life" took over and made grand gestures seem 
like impractical fantasies. But no matter where you are on your 
life's journey, it's not too late to reclaim your dreams and achieve 
the life you've always wanted! It's absolutely possible to design 
your own lifestyle instead of just allowing circumstance to dictate 
your daily routine.How to Succeed in 12 Months: Creating a Life 
You Loveis your ultimate guide to turning your dreams into 
reality. Author Serena Star-Leonard is living the dream herself, 
having practiced what she preaches. In the book, she shares the 
secrets behind figuring out the steps that will get you the life 
you've always wanted, and taking those steps in leaps and 
bounds. It's not a get-rich-quick scheme, but a one-year plan to 
stepping out of your rut and into your mo... Read more » 
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Startup Mixology 
Tech Cocktail's Guide to Building, Growing, and Celebrating 
Startup Success
By:  Frank Gruber
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Shake up the market with these key ingredients to a successful 
startupEntrepreneurship starts with an idea and a dream: a dream 
of a better world for others, and a life less ordinary for yourself. 
These days, more people than ever are full of world-changing 
ideas and, thanks to technology, have the means to bring them to 
life. But many ideas remain just ideas, and many dreams just 
dreams.Startup Mixology is first and foremost a book about 
turning your ideas into action. From the cofounder of media 
company Tech Cocktail, a veteran entrepreneur and investor who 
was named one of the most connected people in tech, this book 
covers the basic "ingredients" of winning entrepreneurship. No 
abstract ... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
FRANK GRUBER grew up in the Midwest heartland and is an 
entrepreneur, new media journalist, and investor. His alma maters 
include Purdue and Northwestern respectively. He cofounded 
Tech Cocktail in 2006, which has grown into a hub for the 
creative class, offering tech startup focused news, events, and 
resources. Frank has built and launched products for the masses 
while at AOL, Tribune, and Classified Ventures along with 
startup efforts like Thankfulfor, Splog Reporter, and more. As a 
journalist his works have been featured in a number of top media 
publications. He was named by Forbes as one of the most 
connected people in tech. Frank is also a Venture Partner with 
Crystal Tech Fund.... Read more » 
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UnProfessional 
How a 26-year-old University Dropout Became a Self-made 
Millionaire
By:  Jack Delosa
Category: Business & Economics > Entrepreneurship

ABOUT THE BOOK
A young Australian entrepreneur and self-made millionaire 
presents a counterintuitive guide to succeeding in today’s 
business world. To be unprofessional is not to be disrespectful. 
It is not to be reckless or lazy. It is not to be unpunctual, 
badly presented or poorly spoken.To be unprofessional is to be 
real. It is to create a vision that is unborrowed from the past. 
It is to develop products that genuinely ‘wow’ your audience. 
It is to think of marketing strategies that the management 
consultants don’t have diagrams or buzz words for yet. It is to 
think original thoughts and speak of proactive ideas that 
haven’t yet been documented in the academic playbooks.At 
just 26 years old, Jack Delosa knows more than you’d 
expect about business and entrepreneurship. A self-made 
millionaire by 24, Delosa is an award-winning entrepreneur 
and educator who has built several start-ups into successful 
thriving businesses. In UnProfessional, Delosa reflects on his 
bu... Read more » 
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The Bigs 
The Secrets Nobody Tells Students and Young Professionals 
About How to Find a Great Job, Do a Great Job, Be a Leader, 
Start a Business, Stay Out of Trouble, and Live A Happy Life
By:  Ben Carpenter
Category: Business & Economics > Careers > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
What is The Bigs? In baseball, "the bigs" is slang for the big 
leagues. When you become responsible for yourself, and you are 
being paid to do a job, you are in the big leagues. The real world 
is tough, competitive, and much is expected.This is a 
quintessentially American story of one man's journey through his 
career and life. Wall Street veteran Ben Carpenter chronicles the 
people he met, the experiences he had, the mistakes he made, and 
what he learned along the way. Readers will encounter a colorful 
cast of real-life characters which include Big Hank, Hoops, 
Sweater Girl, The Zombies, Mr. Nuts, The Cheese, Deep Throat, 
and The RAT. Their tales illuminate Carpenter's progress from 
newly mi... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ben Carpenter began his career as a commercial lending officer at 
Bankers Trust Company. Two years later he joined Bankers 
Trust’s Primary Dealer selling U.S. Treasury bonds. After a brief 
stop at Morgan Stanley, Ben joined Greenwich Capital, which, 
during his 22-year career there, became one of the most respected 
and profitable firms on Wall Street. At Greenwich Capital Ben 
was a salesman, trader, sales manager, Co-Chief Operating 
Officer, and Co-CEO.Currently Ben is the Vice Chairman of 
CRT Capital Group, a 300-person institutional broker-dealer 
located in Stamford, CT. He resides in Greenwich, CT with his 
wife, Leigh, and three daughters.Check out additional free 
content including e... Read more » 
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Wiley Encyclopedia of Management 
Editor:  Cary L. Cooper
Category: Business & Economics > Management

ABOUT THE BOOK
Now in its third edition, this multi-volume Encyclopedia of 
Management, has been revised and updated to chart the major 
developments that have occurred in: digital technologies; ethics 
and governance-related issues; innovation; emerging markets; 
organizational networks; and new avenues of sustainable business 
growth. Providing comprehensive coverage of the field of 
management the encyclopedia spans thirteen subject volumes 
plus and index, providing a landmark work of reference for 
scholars, students and professionals.New to this edition: 
Technology & Innovation Management , Volume 13, V K 
Narayanan & Gina  O’Connor.The encyclopedia is available 
online through Wiley Online Library, a major database of 
Journals, Handbooks and reference in the field. 
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Building a Better Business Using the Lego 
Serious Play Method 
By:  Per Kristiansen
Category: Business & Economics > Skills

ABOUT THE BOOK
Unleash innovation potential with creative, serious playBuilding 
a Better Business Using the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® Method 
delivers a creative approach to enhancing innovation and 
improving business performance, with the focus on unleashing 
play. Written by the two original Master Trainers for LEGO 
SERIOUS PLAY (LSP), the book outlines how LSP can develop 
teams, people, relationships and business . Based on the merging 
of play with organizational development, systems thinking and 
strategy development, LSP can foster improved meetings, faster 
innovation processes, team growth, and better 
communication.The belief that everyone intends to "do good" and 
has the potential to do it is at the ... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Per Kristiansen is owner and partner at Trivium. Previously, Per 
was the global head for the LEGO SERIOUS PLAY business unit 
in LEGO. He is a master trainer of the LEGO SERIOUS PLAY 
methodology, and also serves on the board of Bonding, a global 
training company.Robert Rasmussen is co-principal for 
Rasmussen Consulting in the United States and in Denmark and 
is on the advisory board for Rasmussen Consulting in Japan and 
Singapore. Robert is the main architect and a master trainer of the 
LEGO SERIOUS PLAY methodology.
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Social Customer Experience 
Engage and Retain Customers through Social Media
By:  Dave Evans
Category: Business & Economics > E-Commerce > Internet 
Marketing

ABOUT THE BOOK
Social Customer Experience: Engage and Retain Customers 
through Social Media builds on the prior works of author Dave 
Evans. As an update to Evans’s earlier book Social Media 
Marketing, the new Social Customer Experience connects the 
early cases presented in 2010 with significant, contemporary 
examples, key concepts, and best practices associated with the 
adoption of social technology by global brands. This latest edition 
offers a blueprint for transforming your organization’s disparate 
social initiatives into a unified social experience strategy. Most 
people know that social technologies are transforming business, 
but few understand how those changes are happening across the 
org... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dave Evans is VP, Social Strategy at Lithium and author of the 
bestseller Social Media Marketing: An Hour a Day. Evans has 
served on the advisory board for ad:tech, and the measurement 
and metrics council for the Word of Mouth Marketing 
Association. Joe Cothrel is Lithium’s Chief Community Officer 
and has worked with more than 300 companies using online 
communities to create productive relationships with customers, 
partners, and employees.
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How Great Leaders Think 
The Art of Reframing
By:  Lee G. Bolman
Category: Business & Economics > Leadership

ABOUT THE BOOK
The proven model that offers powerful and elegant strategies for 
leadersHow Great Leaders Think: the Art of Reframing uses 
compelling, contemporary examples to show how more complex 
thinking is the key to better leadership. Leaders who understand 
what's going on around them see what they need to do to achieve 
the results they want. Bolman and Deal's influential four-frame 
model of leadership and organizations—developed in their 
bestselling book, Reframing Organizations: Artistry Choice and 
Leadership—offers leaders an accessible guide for understanding 
four major aspects of organizational life: structure, people, 
politics, and culture. Tapping into the complexity enables 
leaders... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
LEE G. BOLMAN holds the Marion Block Missouri Chair in 
Leadership at the Bloch School of Management, University of 
Missouri–Kansas City. With Terrence Deal, Bolman is coauthor 
of the bestselling book Reframing Organizations, now in its 5th 
edition. For twenty years, Bolman taught at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education.TERRENCE E. DEAL is the founder of the 
Deal Leadership Institute and has served on the faculties of 
Stanford, Harvard, Vanderbilt, and the University of Southern 
California. He is the author or coauthor of twenty-seven books, 
including the bestseller Corporate Cultures, as well as numerous 
articles on organizations, change, and leadership.... Read more » 
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Black Hole Focus 
How Intelligent People Can Create a Powerful Purpose for Their 
Lives
By:  Isaiah Hankel
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
"...an absurdly motivating book."–A.J. Jacobs, New York Times 
bestselling author                  Don’t get stuck on a career path you 
have no passion for. Don’t waste your intelligence on something 
that doesn’t really mean anything more to you than a paycheck. 
Let Isaiah Hankel help you define a focus so powerful that 
everything in your life will be pulled towards it.Create your 
purpose and change your life. Be focused. Be fulfilled. Be 
successful.Black Hole Focus has been endorsed by top names in 
business, entrepreneurship, and academia, including 4 times New 
York Times bestseller A... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
“Black Hole Focus is a wake up call for anyone who feels stuck, 
distracted, or lost in their own life. Isaiah lays out very actionable 
steps for taking control of your future and setting yourself up for 
certain victory. This book will show you how to think like an 
entrepreneur and develop the mindset necessary for achieving 
your biggest dreams.”-Lewis Howes, Former Professional 
Football Player and Host of The School Of Greatness “Be careful 
if you read this book. Through interesting stories, compelling 
case studies and his own inspiring journey, Hankel demolishes 
your excuses and lays out a plan to identify and fulfil your life's 
purpose.”-Clay Hebert, Founder of... Read more » 
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Could I Do That? 
By:  Simon Hartley
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Yes you can!Hands up who feels like a completely inadequate 
underachiever whenever you hear about someone’s great 
achievement. When someone in the office is off cycling around 
the world, or someone on TV has just launched a great new 
business which will save the planet? Most of us envy the drive 
and determination of these people. They’ve actually made this 
stuff happen rather than just day-dreamed about it. We all 
ask...Could I Do That?Well Simon Hartley is here to show us that 
we can! Taking on a challenge – big or small - in your career or 
personal life, can be intimidating but also totally 
transformational. Simon will show us how to work out what it is 
we want to do and then how to make that happen. He uses 
examples and advice from others who have achieved big 
things.The book examines how you should go about preparing for 
change, which problems you’ll face along the way, and 
demonstrates why and how your life will be better as a 
consequence.Practical and moti... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 0857085441
ISBN 13:
9780857085443
Pages: 208

Ship Date: Aug 11, 2014

Emotional Intelligence 
Managing emotions to make a positive impact on your life and 
career
By:  Gill Hasson
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
From the author of the bestselling Mindfulness: Be Mindful. Live 
in the Moment. Emotional Intelligence is fast becoming the skill 
to master that will unlock your true potential.  You’ve probably 
noticed that it’s not the smartest people that are the most 
successful or the most fulfilled in life; being clever, talented or 
skilled is not enough. It’s your ability to manage your feelings, 
other people and your interactions with them that makes the 
difference.We’re all born with this ability - emotional intelligence 
is a skill and we all have the capacity to develop this skill. This 
book will show you how.It will change the way you think about 
emotions. Instead of thinking of emotions as being positive or 
negative, you will learn that all emotions have a positive intent – 
all emotions have our best interests in mind.Improve your 
emotional intelligence and you improve your ability to 
understand and manage emotions. You can think clearly and 
creatively, man... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 0857083082
ISBN 13:
9780857083081
Pages: 232
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Get Things Done 
What Stops Smart People Achieving More and How You Can 
Change
By:  Robert Kelsey
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Robert Kelsey’s What’s Stopping You? has become a self-help 
classic. His What’s Stopping You? books have helped thousands 
of people worldwide overcome their limiting beliefs and bash 
through their barriers to success. Now Robert is back to help us 
defeat the obstacles that stop us achieving more in our everyday 
lives. Many of us have the greatest of intentions but find 
ourselves procrastinating, which results in low attainment and 
frustrated ambitions. Grounded in solid psychological research 
Robert helps us examine why we might have these tendencies and 
how to overcome them in order to feel more together, in control 
and on-top of everything.Looks at the psychology behind why we 
procrastinate, in order to understand and change our behaviour, 
forming new, effective habitsProvides practical solutions to help 
us ‘get things done’ in real life situations including meetings, on 
the phone, with e-mail, looking for a job and starting a 
businessIncludes techniques... Read more » 
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ISBN 13:
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How to Win 
The Argument, the Pitch, the Job, the Race
By:  Rob Yeung
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
NEVER COME SECOND PLACE AGAINIf you’re not winning, 
you’re losing.  And you don’t want to be a loser, do you?Life is 
full of opportunities to win or lose on a daily basis.  Want to win 
arguments, negotiate better and get your way in more 
discussions?  Want to pitch ideas that win support and plaudits? 
Want to get yourself noticed and come out on top in the job 
market?Discover how to triumph when it really counts. How can 
you gain the competitive advantage and come first more often? 
Learn how to avoid that frustration of not succeeding – when 
your point isn’t heard in an argument, or your hard fought pitch is 
rejected – and to achieve the res... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
"If you want to be the best you can be, How to Win will help you 
to make the most out of the opportunities you have." Dame Sarah 
Storey, 11-times Paralympic Gold medallist“Fun to read, strong 
on evidence and full of useful techniques – an ideal book for 
those wanting to get into 1st place.” Dr. Sebastian Bailey, co-
founder and President, Mind Gym “Rob’s advice is practical, to 
the point and above all effective.   Another must-read – and must-
do!” Julian Ranger, Founder & Chairman, SocialSafe"This book 
is a winner in every respect. Evidence-based advice in a well-
constructed, highly-readable and easily recalled format. What's 
stoppi... Read more » 
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Sort Your Brain Out 
Boost Your Performance, Manage Stress and Achieve More
By:  Jack Lewis
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Optimize your brainpower and performance with practical tools 
and skillsThe human brain is constantly rewiring its 160 billion 
cells, continually and imperceptibly changing the way we think. 
Because of that, we can fundamentally change the way our brains 
work—for the better. Sort Your Brain Out shows you how to re-
wire your brain to be more creative, make better decisions, 
improve your mood and memory, manage stress, and stave off 
senility. The book explains how the brain works and what you 
can do every day to subtly alter your behaviours, beliefs, and 
motivations to create positive change in your life and 
health.Presents tools and exercises for maximizing your brain 
powerWritten by br... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
"A truly inspiring and fascinating book, with lots of simple ways 
to make the most of your biggest asset – your brain! Without 
doubt, a book you cannot be without!"—Dame Sarah Storey DBE

ISBN 10: 0857085387
ISBN 13:
9780857085382
Pages: 248

Ship Date: Aug 11, 2014

The Art of Conversation 
Change Your Life with Confident Communication
By:  Judy Apps
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Good conversation is at the heart of networking, meetings, 
interviews, negotiations and raising your profile. It can ease your 
way in work, enabling you to build alliances, create strong 
relationships with staff, bosses and clients, succeed at interviews, 
motivate and inspire.But conversation is something most of us 
were never taught! We learn to speak as babies, but how 
conversation actually works is something most of us pick up only 
haphazardly, and many have yet to learn. Why is it some of us are 
stuck for words, but others blabber or can’t stop? What is it that 
some people have naturally which enables them to converse 
comfortably and easily, to engage people and build better 
relationships?The Art of Conversation will show you step by step 
how to converse skillfully and enjoyably with other people, at 
home, at work, on the phone and in the street- even if you’re 
daunted now, discover the difference good conversation can 
make in every aspect of your life. Learn to:-Overco... Read more 
» 

ISBN 10: 085708562X
ISBN 13:
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Pages: 192

Ship Date: Aug 11, 2014

Gear Up 
Test Your Business Model Potential and Plan Your Path to 
Success
By:  Lena Ramfelt
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Transform your business idea into a high potential ventureBig, 
bright and brilliant, Gear Up is an engaging and practical 
workbook for anyone looking to pursue a fresh business 
opportunity or grow an existing one. Developed at Harvard 
Business School and Stanford University, it's a bootcamp with 
clear, easy-to-follow steps to test your business idea, assess its 
potential and make it work! Based on a revolutionary 9-
component framework, Gear Up offers entrepreneurs, 
intrapreneurs, innovative executives and business students a 
toolkit to bring their ideas to life and transform them into high 
potential ventures.Gear Up offers a useable business tool for 
assessing the needs of a business idea an... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jonas Kjellberg is a serial entrepreneur and was a founding 
member of the Skype leadership team. Jonas had a vision to take 
lessons learned from hyper-growth companies, include that with 
what was taught at world class universities and revamp it to 
create a user-friendly mix and make it accessible to the 
world.Tom Kosnik is a Professor at Stanford University. Tom 
started his teaching journey at Harvard. This is where he laid the 
foundation for Gear UP by initiating the work with the DDART 
framework – Diagnose, Decision, Analysis and Reality Test 
developed after many years of research with the goal to support 
students, entrepreneur and business to decipher new and exciting 
business oppor... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118539699
ISBN 13:
9781118539699
Pages: 272

Ship Date: Aug 11, 2014

The Breakthrough Challenge 
10 Ways to Connect Today's Profits With Tomorrow's Bottom 
Line
By:  John Elkington
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
The world’s most forward-looking CEOs recognize the real 
challenge facing business today: a fundamental shift in the nature 
of commerce. While sustainability programs, government action, 
and nonprofits are all parts of the solution, CEOs and other 
leaders must focus on social, environmental, and economic 
benefit—not only because it will make the world a better place, 
but because it will ensure lasting profitability and success in the 
business climate of tomorrow.The Breakthrough Challenge is 
both an inspiring call-to-action and a guide for this 
transformation, based on the work of The B Team, a major 
initiative uniting leaders in sustainability. As a founding advisor 
and member o... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Elkington has worked for forty years in the environmental, 
sustainability, and social innovation fields. He has cofounded 
four companies, sits on more than twenty boards or advisory 
boards, and is a founding advisor of The B Team advisory board. 
He is the author or coauthor of nineteen books, including The 
Power of Unreasonable People. He has received awards from the 
UN, the Skoll Foundation, Fast Company, the Rockefeller 
Foundation, and others. John lives in London.Jochen Zeitz is 
cofounder and cochairman of The B Team. He is a director at 
Kering (formerly PPR) and chairman of the board’s sustainable 
development committee, after having been CEO of the Sport & 
Lifestyle di... Read more » 
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Understanding Y 
By:  Charlie Caruso
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
The ultimate expose of the Misunderstood 
MillennialsUnderstanding Y is a fresh and incisive book that 
offers a better understanding, appreciation and awareness of the 
Millennial generation. In this groundbreaking work, author 
Charlie Caruso has amassed a diverse array of papers, articles and 
journals from prominent individuals, noted entrepreneurs and 
bestselling authors who collectively explore how Gen Y thinks, 
interacts and works. Understanding Y gives insight into the 
generation and examines their motivations and 
passions.Understanding Y: #andYyoushould provides a 
refreshingly comprehensive and candid account of the current 
disconnect between reality and perception surrounding the 
Millen... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
CHARLIE CARUSO founded her first business enterprise at 16. 
At 24 she became the founder & CEO of PuggleFM, an online 
radio and podcasting station for parents and children. By 26 she 
was recognised in STM Magazine’s Best & Brightest feature of 
the top 100 shooting stars of Western Australia, having won the 
2013 ‘Australian Excellence Award for Women in Business’, and 
the ‘30under30 Young Entrepreneur Award’ for 2013.

ISBN 10: 1118651308
ISBN 13:
9781118651308
Pages: 376

Ship Date: Aug 11, 2014

Better Banking 
Understanding and Addressing the Failures in Risk Management, 
Governance and Regulation
By:  Adrian Docherty
Series:  The Wiley Finance Series
Category: Business & Economics > Finance

ABOUT THE BOOK
Why did the financial crisis happen? Why did no one see it 
coming? And how did our banks lose so much of our money? 
What's being done to sort out the banking industry? And will it 
work?These are the questions that industry experts Adrian 
Docherty and Franck Viort cover in Better Banking: 
Understanding and Addressing the Failures in Risk Management, 
Governance and Regulation. They give a clear and thorough run-
through of some of the key concepts and developments in 
banking, to enable the reader to understand better this vital yet 
perilous industry. Without excessive detail or jargon, they explain 
the most important issues in risk management, regulation and 
governance and build a comprehensive... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Adrian Docherty and Franck Viort have, in aggregate, 40 years of 
experience serving and advising the financial services sector on 
strategic issues, in a variety of economic conditions and in many 
different countries around the world. Their professional focus is 
on helping to improve the financial management and risk 
performance of banks and insurance companies. Better Banking 
is their first book, though their views are regularly quoted in the 
press and they are frequent presenters at industry conferences. 
Adrian holds a master’s degree from Cambridge University and 
lives with his wife, son and daughter in Kent. Franck has a degree 
from Sciences-Po in Paris and an MBA from the Universit... 
Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118697057
ISBN 13:
9781118697054
Pages: 272

Ship Date: Aug 11, 2014

Startup Leadership 
How Savvy Entrepreneurs Turn Their Ideas Into Successful 
Enterprises
By:  Derek Lidow
Category: Business & Economics > Entrepreneurship

ABOUT THE BOOK
Anyone can start a business. But only leaders can succeed.Most 
entrepreneurs know the long odds: only a fraction of them will 
lead their enterprises through the rocky stages of growth to 
launch self-sustaining companies. Very few know how to 
outflank the failures that await them at every turn, including the 
most painful—being abandoned by key members of their team or 
getting pushed out by th... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Derek Lidow is a longtime global CEO, innovator, and 
entrepreneur. Among other accomplishments, Lidow is widely 
known as one of the world’s top experts on the electronics 
industry; his contributions range from patents to value chain 
applications that have forever improved companies as diverse as 
Sony, Samsung, Philips, Goldman Sachs, and IBM.Today, Lidow 
teaches Entrepreneurial Leadership an... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
“Derek Lidow is right—entrepreneurs, not mere ideas, lead 
companies to their full potential. Lidow puts this powerful idea to 
work, alongside the full breadth and depth of his own experiences 
running growth companies, in Startup Leadership.  I recommend 
this book for every founder—regardless of your stage—because 
Lidow's invaluable insights, personal leadership strateg... Read 
more » 

ISBN 10: 1118921283
ISBN 13:
9781118921289
Pages: 336

Ship Date: Aug 18, 2014

The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing 
By:  Taylor Larimore
Category: Business & Economics > Personal Finance > Investing

ABOUT THE BOOK
The irreverent guide to investing against common sense, 
Boglehead styleThe Boglehead's Guide to Investing is a DIY 
handbook that espouses the sage investment wisdom of John C. 
Bogle. This witty and wonderful book offers contrarian advice 
that provides the first step on the road to investment success, 
illustrating how relying on typical "common sense" is destined to 
leave you poorer. This updated edition includes new information 
on backdoor Roth IRAs and ETFs as mainstream buy and hold 
investments, estate taxes and gifting, plus changes to the laws 
regarding Traditional and Roth IRAs, and 401k and 403b 
retirement plans. With warnings and principles both precisely 
accurate and grandly counteri... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
MEL LINDAUER, CFS, WMS, was dubbed “The Prince of the 
Bogleheads” by Jack Bogle. A Forbes.com columnist, he’s one of 
the leaders of the Bogleheads community.TAYLOR 
LARIMORE, CCL, has been dubbed by Money magazine as “the 
Dean of the Vanguard Diehards” and John (Jack) Bogle himself 
calls Taylor “The King of the Bogleheads.”MICHAEL 
LEBOEUF, PHD, is an internationally published author, business 
consultant, and professor emeritus who taught Management at 
The University of New Orleans.
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Forget Strategy. Get Results. 
Radical Management Attitudes That Will Deliver Outstanding 
Success
By:  Michael Tobin
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Radical, creative, often extreme, and incredibly successful 
management techniques from a leading global 
entrepreneurWritten from the point of view of someone achieving 
business success in today's turbulent economy, Forget Strategy. 
Get Results offers you a fresh way of thinking about successfully 
managing any sort of business, under any conditions. 
Controversial, thought-provoking, and entertaining, it delivers 
TelecityGroup founder and CEO, Michael Tobin's, OBE 
unconventional approach to management and shares the lessons 
he's learned on his path to building one of the world's largest data 
center provider companies. Radical, creative, often extreme, the 
techniques it describes are the same ones Michael uses every day 
at TelecityGroup, and with which he has achieved nothing short 
of awe-inspiring results.Inspiration and practical tips for 
managers or business leaders who are stuck in a rut and in search 
of new ways to motivate their teams, make bolder decisions and 
handle change with mo... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118821157
ISBN 13:
9781118821152
Pages: 320

Ship Date: Aug 18, 2014

The Essays of Warren Buffett 
Lessons for Investors and Managers
By:  Lawrence A. Cunningham
Category: Business & Economics > Finance

ABOUT THE BOOK
An updated edition of the bestselling collection of timeless 
wisdom from the world's greatest investorReaders of Warren 
Buffett's letters to Berkshire Hathaway shareholders have gained 
an enormously valuable informal education in the art of investing. 
Broad in scope and long on wisdom, Buffett's letters explain his 
principles on sound investing, selecting managers, valuing 
businesses, using financial information profitably, and other vital 
topics for investors.This newly updated Fourth Edition includes 
Buffett's latest wisdom on such topics as the financial crisis, the 
housing bubble, corporate governance, Berkshire Hathaway's 
acquisition of Burlington Northern Santa Fe, the role of 
oversigh... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lawrence A. Cunningham is a Professor at George Washington 
University, Washington, DC, and a leading authority on value 
investing. He originally prepared this collection as the 
centrepiece of a symposium featuring Buffett's letters, held when 
he was Director of The Samuel and Ronnie Heyman Center on 
Corporate Governance at Cardozo Law School, New York City. 
His numerous books include What Is Value Investing?, 
Outsmarting the Smart Money, and How to Think Like Benjamin 
Graham and Invest Like Warren Buffett.

ISBN 10: 1118726316
ISBN 13:
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Balanced Scorecard Evolution 
A Dynamic Approach to Strategy Execution
By:  Paul R. Niven
Series:  Wiley Corporate F&A
Category: Business & Economics > Decision-Making & 
Problem Solving

ABOUT THE BOOK
The best plan is useless without effective executionThe future of 
business has become so unpredictable that your five-year plan 
may be irrelevant next week. To succeed in the modern market, 
you must constantly assess your progress and adapt on the fly. 
Agility, flexibility, continual learning, and adaptation are the new 
rules of business success. A differentiating strategy is crucial, but 
it will only lead to competitive advantage if you execute it 
flawlessly. You'll succeed only if you have the right insight for 
strategic planning and the agility to execute your plan.Balanced 
Scorecard Evolution: A Dynamic Approach to Strategy 
Execution provides the latest theory and practice from strategic... 
Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
PAUL R. NIVEN is a management consultant, author, and noted 
speaker on the subjects of Balanced Scorecard, strategy, and 
strategy execution. He has developed successful Balanced 
Scorecard systems as both a practitioner and consultant for 
Fortune 500 companies, public sector agencies, and nonprofits. 
Paul’s previous books include Roadmaps and Revelations, 
Balanced Scorecard Step-by-Step (now translated into over 15 
languages), Balanced Scorecard Step-by-Step for Government 
and Nonprofit Agencies, and Balanced Scorecard Diagnostics. 
Visit Paul on the web at www.senalosa.com.

ISBN 10: 111866146X
ISBN 13:
9781118661468
Pages: 432

Ship Date: Aug 25, 2014

Data Smart 
Using Data Science to Transform Information into Insight
By:  John W. Foreman
Category: Business & Economics > Operations Research

ABOUT THE BOOK
Data Science gets thrown around in the press like it's magic. 
Major retailers are predicting everything from when their 
customers are pregnant to when they want a new pair of Chuck 
Taylors. It's a brave new world where seemingly meaningless 
data can be transformed into valuable insight to drive smart 
business decisions.But how does one exactly do data science? Do 
you have to hire one of these priests of the dark arts, the "data 
scientist," to extract this gold from your data? Nope.Data science 
is little more than using straight-forward steps to process raw data 
into actionable insight. And in Data Smart, author and data 
scientist John Foreman will show you how that's done within the 
fam... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John W. Foreman is Chief Data Scientist for MailChimp.com, 
where he leads a data science product development effort called 
the Email Genome Project. As an analytics consultant, John has 
created data science solutions for The Coca-Cola Company, 
Royal Caribbean International, Intercontinental Hotels Group, 
Dell, the Department of Defense, the IRS, and the FBI.
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Managing Complex Projects and Programs 
How to Improve Leadership of Complex Initiatives Using a Third-
Generation Approach
By:  Richard J. Heaslip
Category: Business & Economics > Project Management

ABOUT THE BOOK
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH FOR MANAGING 
COMPLEX INITIATIVESWith the increasing demands of the 
global business environment, many leaders observe that their 
organizations struggle to manage complex strategic initiatives. 
Managing Complex Projects and Programs examines why and 
offers a solution.Drawing on the insight of experienced 
executives and program and project managers from a diverse 
range of real-world industries, Managing Complex Projects and 
Programs:Examines the common reasons for poor performance of 
modern projects and programsIntroduces new guidelines and an 
innovative leadership framework for solving performance 
issuesProvides organizations with a roadmap for redefining the 
roles of pr... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
RICHARD J. HEASLIP, PHD, teaches Program Leadership 
Skills and Systems in Organizational Dynamics at the University 
of Pennsylvania. A former Vice President of project, program, 
and portfolio management in the pharmaceutical industry, Rick is 
the Founder of Programmatic Sciences, a consultancy that helps 
organizations to improve their management of uncertain and 
complex endeavors.

ISBN 10: 1118896653
ISBN 13:
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Pages: 240
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Inbound Marketing 
Attract, Engage, and Delight Customers Online
By:  Brian Halligan
Category: Business & Economics > Marketing > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Attract, engage, and delight customers onlineInbound Marketing: 
Attract, Engage, and Delight Customers Online is a 
comprehensive guide to increasing online visibility and 
engagement. Written by top marketing and startup bloggers, the 
book contains the latest information about customer behavior and 
preferred digital experiences. From the latest insights on lead 
nurturing and visual marketing to advice on producing 
remarkable content by building tools, readers will gain the 
information they need to transform their marketing online.With 
outbound marketing methods becoming less effective, the time to 
embrace inbound marketing is now. Cold calling, e-mail blasts, 
and direct mail are turning consu... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
BRIAN HALLIGAN is cofounder & CEO of HubSpot, an 
inbound marketing and sales software company that helps 
businesses transform how they get found and grow online. Brian 
also teaches Entrepreneurial Product Development and Marketing 
as a Senior Lecturer at MIT. Connect with Brian on Twitter 
@bhalligan.DHARMESH SHAH is cofounder & CTO of 
HubSpot and an angel investor in over 50 technology startups. 
Dharmesh also authors OnStartups.com, a popular startup blog 
with over 400,000 members in its community, and is a frequent 
speaker on the topic of startups and marketing. Connect with 
Dharmesh on Twitter @dharmesh.
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The New Rules of Sales and Service 
How to Use Agile Selling, Real-Time Customer Engagement, Big 
Data, Content, and Storytelling to Grow Your Business
By:  David Meerman Scott
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Sales and service are being radically redefined like never before. 
With buyers now in possession of unlimited information, online 
content is quickly becoming the dominant driver for commerce. 
Today anyone working in sales or customer service needs to 
possess entirely new skills. Unfortunately most organizations are 
still using traditional selling and service models developed for a 
different time.In this new book by the author of the #1 bestseller 
The New Rules of Marketing & PR, David Meerman Scott 
demystifies the new digital commercial landscape and offers 
inspiring and valuable guidance for anyone not wanting to be left 
behind.Rich with revealing, first-hand accounts of real 
businesses... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
DAVID MEERMAN SCOTT is an internationally acclaimed 
marketing and sales strategist whose books and blog are must-
reads for professionals seeking to generate attention in ways that 
grow their business. Scott’s advice and insights help people, 
products and organizations stand out, get noticed and capture 
hearts and minds. He is author or co-author of ten books three are 
international bestsellers. The New Rules of Marketing & PR, now 
in its 4th edition, has been translated into 26 languages and is 
used as a text in hundreds of universities and business schools 
worldwide. It is a modern business classic with over 350,000 
copies sold so far. Scott also authored Real-Time Marketing & 
PR, a W... Read more » 
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View From the Top 
An Inside Look at How People in Power See and Shape the World
By:  D. Michael Lindsay
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Learn leadership from the best—proven insights from the power 
elite in business, government, and beyondView from the Top 
brings readers inside the corridors of power and relates the 
personal stories and powerful findings from the Platinum Study, a 
groundbreaking study of 550 elite American CEOs, senior 
government leaders, and nonprofit executives based on ten years 
of research. The largest study of its kind, the Platinum Study 
delves into the domains of the elite with stories that illustrate both 
the use and misuse of power across the landscape of prominent 
American institutions such as AT&T, Harvard University, 
UnderArmour, JP Morgan Chase, Bain & Company, and the 
White House.... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
D. MICHAEL LINDSAY is the president of Gordon College and 
one of the youngest college presidents in the country. An award-
winning sociologist and educator, Dr. Lindsay has lectured on 
five continents and worked with dozens of organizations to 
increase their leadership capacities. His Pulitzer-nominated book, 
Faith in the Halls of Power, was listed in Publisher’s 
Weekly“Best Books of 2007,” and his work has been profiled in 
hundreds of media outlets worldwide. He and his wife, Rebecca, 
live with their three daughters on the campus of Gordon College 
just north of Boston.
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Breaking Banks 
The Innovators, Rogues, and Strategists Rebooting Banking
By:  Brett King
Category: Business & Economics > Banks & Banking

ABOUT THE BOOK
"In the next 10 years, we'll see more disruption and changes to 
the banking and financial industry than we've seen in the 
preceding 100 years"—Brett KingBreaking Banks: The 
Innovators, Rogues, and Strategists Rebooting Banking is a 
unique collection of interviews take from across the global 
Financial Services Technology (or FinTech) domain detailing the 
stories, case studies, start-ups, and emerging trends that will 
define this disruption.Features the author's catalogued interviews 
with experts across the globe, focusing on the disruptive 
technologies, platforms and behaviors that are threating the 
traditional industry approach to banking and financial 
servicesTopics of interest covere... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
BRETT KING is widely considered the foremost global expert on 
retail banking innovation. He achieved international acclaim for 
his bestselling book BANK 2.0, which topped category lists in 
the UK, USA, Germany, Japan, Canada, France, Russia, and 
Asia. King is the founder and CEO of Moven, a retail mobile 
service money service, and hosts the BREAKING BANKS Radio 
Show. He was voted American Banker’s Top Innovator of the 
Year in 2012.
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The Great Fragmentation 
And Why the Future of All Business is Small
By:  Steve Sammartino
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Doing business in the digital ageThe Great Fragmentation: And 
Why the Future of All Business is Small is a business survival 
manifesto for the technology revolution. As the world moves 
from the industrial era to the digital age, power is shifting and 
fragmenting. Power is no longer about might and ownership; 
power in a digital world is about access. Existing businesses need 
to understand this shift and position themselves to survive and 
thrive in an environment where entrepreneurs and start-ups 
enabled by access to technology are genuine threats.Author Steve 
Sammartino is widely regarded as a thought leader on the subject 
of technology and business, and helps companies transition from 
indust... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
STEVE SAMMARTINO had his first startup before the age of 
10, running an organic egg farm in the 1970s before the words 
‘organic’ or ‘startup’ had been invented. He now travels the 
world helping companies transition from industrial era thinking to 
the digital age. He is an expert on the shift to the digital and 
connected economy, and loves helping people make sense of it 
all. Read Steve’s blog at www.stevesammartino.com
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Winning Global Markets 
How Businesses Invest and Prosper in the World's High-Growth 
Cities
By:  Philip Kotler
Category: Business & Economics > Marketing > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
A new marketing paradigm focuses on the concentrated economic 
power of 600 global cities.City-Centered Marketing: Why Local 
is the Future of Global Business is a compelling practical analysis 
of a new direction of marketing within the context of intensifying 
urbanization and the shift of global economy from West to East. 
Philip Kotler, one of the world's foremost marketing experts, and 
his brother Milton, an international marketing strategist, explain 
why the future of marketing must focus on top global cities and 
their metro regions, and not squandered resources on small cities. 
Marketing is city-centered activity. 600 global cities will 
contribute 65 percent of the global GDP of $67 trilli... Read more 
» 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
PHILIP KOTLER is the S.C. Johnson & Son Distinguished 
Professor of International Marketing at Northwestern 
University’s Kellogg School of Management, and one of the 
world’s leading authorities on markets and marketing. He is the 
author or coauthor of Market Your Way to Growth, Good 
Works!, Marketing 3.0, and other best-selling titles from 
Wiley.MILTON KOTLER is Chairman of Kotler Marketing 
Group (KMG) USA, headquartered in Washington, D.C. and 
Kotler Marketing Group China, headquartered in Beijing, with 
offices in Shenzhen, Shanghai and Wuhan. KMG China is 
recognized as the #1 marketing strategy consultancy in China. He 
is author of A Clear-Sighted View of Chinese Busine... Read 
more » 
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The 27 Challenges Managers Face 
Step-by-Step Solutions to (Nearly) All of Your Management 
Problems
By:  Bruce Tulgan
Category: Business & Economics > Management

ABOUT THE BOOK
For more than twenty years, management expert Bruce Tulgan 
has been asking, “What are the most difficult challenges you face 
when it comes to managing people?”Regardless of industry or job 
title, managers cite the same core issues—27 recurring 
challenges: the superstar whom the manager is afraid of losing, 
the slacker whom the manager cannot figure out how to motivate, 
the one wi... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
BRUCE TULGAN is an adviser to business leaders all over the 
world and a sought-after speaker and seminar leader. He is the 
founder and CEO of RainmakerThinking, Inc., a management 
research and training firm, as well as 
RainmakerThinking.Training, an online training company. Bruce 
is the author of numerous books, including the bestselling It’s 
Okay to Be the Boss, the classic Managing Generat... Read more 
» 

Reviews & Quotes
“In a large, complex organization, a culture of strong, highly 
engaged, and collaborative management is critical. There are not 
too many management challenges that are not addressed in The 
27 ChallengesManagers Face. Managers at all levels would be 
well served to have a copy on the shelf.”—David Zaslav, 
president and CEO, Discovery Communications“As someone 
whose early mana... Read more » 
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Everybody Writes 
Your Go-To Guide to Creating Ridiculously Good Content
By:  Ann Handley
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Finally a go-to guide to creating and publishing the kind of 
content that will make your business thrive.Everybody Writes is a 
go-to guide to attracting and retaining customers through stellar 
online communication, because in our content-driven world, 
every one of us is, in fact, a writer.If you have a web site, you are 
a publisher. If you are on social media, you are in marketing. And 
that means that we are all relying on our words to carry our 
marketing messages. We are all writers.Yeah, but who cares 
about writing anymore? In a time-challenged world dominated by 
short and snappy, by click-bait headlines and Twitter streams and 
Instagram feeds and gifs and video and Snapchat and YOLO and 
LOL and #tbt. . . does the idea of focusing on writing seem 
pedantic and ordinary?Actually, writing matters more now, not 
less. Our online words are our currency; they tell our customers 
who we are.Our writing can make us look smart or it can make us 
look stupid. It can make us seem fun, or warm, or ... Read more » 
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Implementing World Class IT Strategy 
How IT Can Drive Organizational Innovation
By:  Peter A. High
Category: Business & Economics > Strategic Planning

ABOUT THE BOOK
The actionable guide for driving organizational innovation 
through better IT strategyWith rare insight, expert technology 
strategist Peter High emphasizes the acute need for IT strategy to 
be developed not in a vacuum, but in concert with the broader 
organizational strategy. This approach focuses the development 
of technology tools and strategies in a way that is comprehensive 
in nature and designed with the concept of value in mind. The 
role of CIO is no longer "just" to manage IT strategy—instead, 
the successful executive will be firmly in tune with corporate 
strategy and a driver of a technology strategy that is woven into 
overall business objectives at the enterprise and business unit 
levels.High makes use of case examples from leading companies 
to illustrate the various ways that IT infrastructure strategy can be 
developed, not just to fall in line with business strategy, but to 
actually drive that strategy in a meaningful way. His ideas are 
designed to provide real, actiona... Read more » 
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Step Up 
Lead in Six Moments that Matter
By:  Henry Evans
Category: Business & Economics > Leadership

ABOUT THE BOOK
No matter what your title or place on the organization chart, you 
have the potential to be a leader—or more precisely, the potential 
to exercise leadership in the moments that matter most. 
Leadership is not a job title or position, but rather an action. In 
certain moments and situations, anyone can rise to the occasion to 
act as a leader—gaining respect, confidence, and ultimately 
grea... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
HENRY EVANS is founder and managing partner for Dynamic 
Results, LLC, specializing in strategy execution, executive 
development, and emotionally intelligent leadership. His first 
book, Winning with Accountability, was published in 2008. He 
lives in San Francisco, California.COLM FOSTER specializes in 
working with executives and their teams to improve individual 
and team effectiveness. He is an adj... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
“Henry Evans and Colm Foster help bridge the gap between the 
needs of an organization and the needs of the human beings who 
sit within the organization... challenging us to be catalysts for 
positive change.”— From the foreword by Marshall Goldsmith“A 
useful, easy-to-digest road map for leading with clarity, 
compassion, and transparent communication. Step Up gives both 
... Read more » 
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ISBN 13:
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China's Super Consumers 
What 1 Billion Customers Want and How to Sell it to Them
By:  Savio Chan
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Chinese Consumers are Changing The World – Understand Them 
and Sell To ThemChina has transformed itself from a feudal 
economy in the 19th century, to Mao and Communism in the 20th 
century, to the largest consumer market in the world by the early 
21st century. China's Super Consumers explores the 
extraordinary birth of consumerism in China and explains who 
these super consumers are. China's Super Consumers offers an in-
depth explanation of what's inside the minds of Chinese 
consumers and explores what they buy, where they buy, how they 
buy, and most importantly why they buy.The book is filled with 
real-world stories of the foreign and domestic companies, leading 
brands, and top executives who have succeeded in selling to this 
burgeoning marketplace. This remarkable book also takes you 
inside the boardrooms of the people who understand Chinese 
consumers and have had success in the Chinese market.A hands-
on resource for succeeding in the Chinese marketplaceFilled with 
real-world sto... Read more » 
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Creating Business Agility 
How Convergence of Cloud, Social, Mobile, Video, and Big Data 
Enables Competitive Advantage
By:  Rodney Heisterberg
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Creating Business Agility: How Convergence of Cloud, Social, 
Mobile, Video, and Big Data Enables Competitive Advantage 
provides a game plan for integrating technology to build a 
smarter, more customer-centric business. Using a series of case 
studies as examples throughout, the book describes the agility 
that comes from collaborative commerce, and provides key 
decision makers the implementation roadmap they need to build a 
successful business ecosystem. The focus is on Business Agility 
Readiness in terms of the five major changes affecting the 
information technology landscape, and how data-driven delivery 
platforms and decision-making processes are being reinvented 
using digital relationships with a social business model as the 
consumer world of technology drives innovation and 
collaboration.Cloud computing, social media, next-gen mobility, 
streaming video, and big data with predictive analytics are major 
forces now for a competitive advantage, and Creating Business 
Agility provides lea... Read more » 
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The Analytics Revolution 
How to Improve Your Business By Making Analytics 
Operational In The Big Data Era
By:  Bill Franks
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Lead your organization into the industrial revolution of analytics 
with The Analytics RevolutionThe topics of big data and 
analytics continue to be among the most discussed and pursued in 
the business world today. While a decade ago many people still 
questioned whether or not data and analytics would help improve 
their businesses, today virtually no one questions the value that 
analytics brings to the table. The Analytics Revolution focuses on 
how this evolution has come to pass and explores the next wave 
of evolution that is underway. Making analytics operational 
involves automating and embedding analytics directly into 
business processes and allowing the analytics to prescribe and 
make decisions. It is already occurring all around us whether we 
know it or not.The Analytics Revolution delves into the 
requirements for laying a solid technical and organizational 
foundation that is capable of supporting operational analytics at 
scale, and covers factors to consider if an organization is ... Read 
more » 
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ISBN 13:
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Price: USD 40 Pages:
400
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Trillion Dollar Economists 
How Economists and Their Ideas have Transformed Business
By:  Robert Litan
Series:  Bloomberg
Category: Business & Economics > Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
A detailed look at how economists shaped the world, and how the 
legacy continuesTrillion Dollar Economists explores the prize-
winning ideas that have shaped business decisions, business 
models, and government policies, expanding the popular idea of 
the economist's role from one of forecaster to one of innovator. 
Written by the former Director of Economic Research at 
Bloomberg Government, the Kauffman Foundation and the 
Brookings Institution, this book describes the ways in which 
economists have helped shape the world – in some cases, 
dramatically enough to be recognized with a Nobel Prize or Clark 
Medal. Detailed discussion of how economists think about the 
world and the pace of future innovation leads to an examination 
of the role, importance, and limits of the market, and economists' 
contributions to business and policy in the past, present, and 
future.Few economists actually forecast the economy's 
performance. Instead, the bulk of the profession is concerned 
with how markets w... Read more » 
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ISBN 13:
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Paper Money Collapse 
The Folly of Elastic Money
By:  Detlev S. Schlichter
Category: Business & Economics > Economic Conditions

ABOUT THE BOOK
Explore the inevitable collapse of the fiat monetary systemPaper 
Money Collapse: The Folly of Elastic Money, Second Edition 
challenges the mainstream consensus on money and monetary 
policy. While it is today generally believed that the transition 
from 'hard' and inflexible commodity money (such as a gold 
standard) to entirely flexible and potentially unlimited fiat money 
under national central banks allows for superior economic 
stability, Paper Money Collapse shows that the opposite is true. 
Systems of highly elastic and constantly expanding money are 
not only unnecessary, even for growing economies, they are 
always extremely destabilizing. Over time, they must lead to 
substantial imbalances... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
DETLEV S. SCHLICHTER is an independent economist and 
investment strategist. He spent 19 years as a trader and portfolio 
manager in international financial markets, including stints at J.P. 
Morgan, Merrill Lynch, and Western Asset Management. In his 
career, Detlev has overseen billions in assets for institutional 
clients around the globe. He is a frequent commentator on 
economics and financial markets via his website 
detlevschlichter.com. Detlev lives with his wife and three 
children in Hampstead, London.
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The Wellbeing of Nations 
Meaning, Motive and Measurement
By:  Paul Allin
Category: Business & Economics > Econometrics

ABOUT THE BOOK
What is national wellbeing and what is progress? Why measure 
these definitions? Why are measures beyond economic 
performance needed and how will they be used? How do we 
measure national wellbeing & turn the definitions into observable 
quantities? Where are we now and where to next? These 
questions are asked and answered in this much needed, timely 
book. The Wellbeing of Nations provides an accessible and 
comprehensive overview of the measurement of national well-
being, examining whether national wellbeing is more than the 
sum of the wellbeing of everyone in the country, and identifying 
and reviewing requirements for new measures. It begins with 
definitions, describes how to operationalize those definitions, and 
takes a critical look at the uses to which such measures are to be 
put. The authors examine initiatives from around the world, using 
the UK ‘measuring national wellbeing programme’ as a case 
study throughout the book, along with case studies drawn from ... 
Read more » 
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UnSelling 
The New Customer Experience
By:  Scott Stratten
Category: Business & Economics > Sales & Selling > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
UnSelling is about everything but the sell. We put all of our focus 
on the individual purchase transaction, while putting the rest of 
our business actions second. We've become blind to customer 
service, support, branding, experiences and even product quality. 
Sixty percent of a purchasing decision is made before a customer 
even contacts you. We have funnel vision, and it needs to 
stop.Unselling is about the big picture: creating repeat customers, 
not one-time buyers. Create loyal clients that refer others, not 
faceless numbers. Becoming the go-to company for something, 
before they even need you.You don't need social media, but you 
can be connecting with your clients socially. Your video doesn't 
have to be viral in front of a million people, just contagious in 
front of your specific market. Content, connection, engagement. 
It's time to separate from the pack of noise. It's time to UnSell.
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Ship Date: Oct 6, 2014

Starting Strong 
A Mentoring Fable
By:  Lois J. Zachary
Category: Business & Economics > Mentoring & Coaching

ABOUT THE BOOK
A hands-on and usable guide to making the first 90 days of your 
mentoring relationship a successIn Starting Strong, mentoring 
experts Lois J. Zachary and Lory A. Fischler weave a compelling 
tale that exemplifies the concepts, highlights the dynamics, and 
outlines the issues involved in mentoring relationships. The 
authors use the form of a fable to tell the story of a budding 
mentoring relationship filled with possibilities, problems, and 
triumphs. The story of Cynthia, a seasoned professional, and her 
new mentee Rafa, brings to life Zachary and Fischler's wealth of 
mentoring suggestions and best practices and each episode of the 
fable is accompanied by reflection questions, key learnings, and 
strategies that readers can apply to their own mentoring 
relationships. The authors include a conversation playbook that 
guides mentors and mentees through six essential conversations 
that will help them establish a strong mentoring connection, and 
keep it moving forward.As organizations face the... Read more » 
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The 5 Mistakes Every Investor Makes and 
How to Avoid Them 
Getting Investing Right
By:  Peter Mallouk
Category: Business & Economics > Investments & Securities > 
General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Identify mistakes standing in the way of investment successWith 
so much at stake in investing and wealth management, investors 
cannot afford to keep repeating actions that could have serious 
negative consequences for their financial goals. The Five 
Mistakes Every Investor Makes and How to Avoid Them focuses 
on what investors do wrong so often so they can set themselves 
on the right path to success. In this comprehensive reference, 
readers learn to navigate the ever-changing variables and market 
dilemmas that often make investing a risky and daunting 
endeavor. Well-known and respected author Peter Mallouk shares 
useful investment techniques, discusses the importance of 
disciplined investment ... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
PETER MALLOUK, JD, MBA, CFP, is the President and Chief 
Investment Officer of Creative Planning and affiliated companies. 
Mallouk’s companies provide comprehensive wealth 
management services to its clients, including investment 
management, financial planning, charitable planning, retirement 
plan consulting, tax, and estate planning services. He has been 
named the #1 independent financial advisor in America on 
Barron’s list and his company has been named the #1 
independent wealth management firm in America by CNBC.
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ISBN 10: 1118867963
ISBN 13:
9781118867969
Price: USD 75 Pages:
272

Ship Date: Oct 6, 2014

Markets for Managers 
A Managerial Economics Primer
By:  Anthony J. Evans
Series:  The Wiley Finance Series
Category: Business & Economics > Finance

ABOUT THE BOOK
Praise for Markets for Managers“It could redefine how politicians 
and senior executives understand the reality of market 
processes.”—Steve Baker MP, Treasury Select 
Committee“Pitched at exactly the right level and covers exactly 
the right material to enable business executives to set themselves 
apart from the crowd by understanding how markets 
work.”—Philip Booth, Editorial and Programme Director, 
Institute of Economic Affairs“Full of excellent examples and a 
pleasure to read.”—Nicolai J. Foss, Professor of Strategy and 
Organization, Copenhagen Business School“An excellent 
overview of the key debates in economic theory and leaves th... 
Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
ANTHONY J. EVANS, PHD, is Associate Professor of 
Economics at ESCP Europe Business School. He has taught for 
ESCP Europe, Cotrugli Business School, Danube University, and 
Helsinki School of Economics, as well as designing and 
managing custom programmes. Anthony participated in the 
Global Colloquium for Participant-Centred Learning at Harvard 
Business School and was a Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence at San 
Jose State University. He is a member of the Institute of 
Economic Affairs’ Shadow Monetary Policy Committee. He 
received his MA and PhD in Economics from George Mason 
University, USA, and a BA (Hons) from the University of 
Liverpool, UK.

ISBN 10: 1118295315
ISBN 13:
9781118295311
Pages: 320

Ship Date: Oct 13, 2014

The Liar's Ball 
The Extraordinary Saga of How One Building Broke the World's 
Toughest Tycoons
By:  Vicky Ward
Category: Business & Economics > Real Estate > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Towering and talented, they are rich, powerful, driven dreamers. 
They are also tortured, vindictive, neurotic. Scathingly 
successful, these flamboyant real estate tycoons share a voracious 
desire and joust for a plot of land and its gleaming white fortress, 
the most expensive office building in America: the General 
Motors Building.New York Times bestselling author Vicky Ward 
reveals the high-stakes gamesmanship, risky sleight-of-hand bets, 
brutal deceptions, foolish betrayals, and broken spirits among the 
over-reachers and titans. Beginning with Tammany Hall 
scoundrel William Magear “Boss” Tweed and including Harry 
Macklowe, Donald J. Trump, William Zeckendorf, Mort 
Zuckerman, Stephen C. Hilbert, Disque D. Deane, Lord Max 
Rayne, Cecilia Benattar, and Harry S. Black, their rise-and-fall 
stories span 150 years. Dream chasing, it turns out, in the world 
of global real estate is far dirtier than even she—a veteran 
investigative reporter and the author of a book on Wall St... Read 
more » 

ISBN 10: 1118870255
ISBN 13:
9781118870259
Price: USD 29.95 Pages:
240

Ship Date: Oct 13, 2014

Taking the Stage 
How Women Can Speak Up, Stand Out, and Succeed
By:  Judith Humphrey
Category: Business & Economics > Leadership

ABOUT THE BOOK
Many women today wonder: what will it take to get that seat at 
the boardroom table? Earn that coveted promotion? Or simply 
have their voices heard? Taking the Stage provides a 
comprehensive, proven approach that enables women to come 
forward into the spotlight and speak up, stand out, and 
succeed.Based on a program from the Humphrey Group that has 
been delivered to over 400,000 women worldwide, Taking the 
Stage shows women—no matter their age, rank, or 
profession—how to communicate with courage and confidence in 
every situation, from formal speeches to brief hallway 
conversations. Judith Humphrey provides the inspiration and 
practical advice for women to “take the stage” mentally, verbally, 
vocally, and physically. Women can make the most of every 
opportunity by understanding how best to:Speak up confidently, 
even when others don’t agree;Convey their accomplishments 
without self-doubt;Be assertive but not aggressive;Deliver clear 
and convincing messages;Mo... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118847350
ISBN 13:
9781118847350
Price: USD 35 Pages:
320

Ship Date: Oct 13, 2014

Right-Time Experiences 
Driving Revenue with Mobile and Big Data
By:  Maribel Lopez
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Grasp how mobile, big data, and analytics are combining to 
change business processesRight Experience, Right Results: 
Improving Profits, Margin, and Engagement with Mobile and Big 
Data illustrates how businesses can use mobility, big data, and 
analytics to enhance or change business processes, improve 
margins through better insight, transform customer experiences, 
empower employees with real-time, actionable insight, and more. 
The book depicts how companies can create competitive 
differentiation using mobile, cloud computing big data, and 
analytics to improve commerce, customer service, and 
communications with employees and consumers.In the past, the 
technologies used to deliver personalized and contextual services 
were either unavailable, unaffordable, or reserved solely for the 
consumer market. Today, however, the next wave of 
computing—mobile, cloud computing. big data, and 
analytics—has provided the foundation for businesses to create 
adaptive, personalized applications ... Read more » 
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ISBN 10: 1118966880
ISBN 13:
9781118966884
Pages: 256

Ship Date: Oct 20, 2014

Stacking the Deck 
How to Lead Breakthrough Change Against Any Odds
By:  David S. Pottruck
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Change is a constant, and leaders must do more than keep 
up—they must innovate and accelerate to succeed. Yet people are 
often unnerved by change. As a leader during a time of 
transformation, you may stand up before teams that are 
indifferent, or even hostile, and need to convince them that 
change is necessary and urgent. More than money, time, or 
resources, the ability to lead these people determines your 
ultimate success or failure. What does it take to be an effective 
change leader and increase the odds of success?Stacking the 
Deck offers a proven, practical approach for inspiring 
meaningful, lasting change across an organization. Stacking the 
Deck presents a nine-step course of action leaders can follow 
from the first realization that change is needed through all the 
steps of implementation, including assembling the right team of 
close advisors and getting the word out to the wider group.Based 
on Dave Pottruck's experiences leading change as CEO of 
Charles Schwab and later as... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118968050
ISBN 13:
9781118968055
Pages: 208

Ship Date: Oct 20, 2014

Value Proposition Design 
How to Create Products and Services Customers Want
By:  Alexander Osterwalder
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
This book is based on the same concepts as Business Model 
Generation, however, it will focus on the principles of great value 
propositions—which is the most important of the 9 building 
blocks of the Business Model Canvas.Great value 
propositions:Are embedded in great business models.Focus on 
few pain relievers and gain creators, but those do extremely 
well.Focus on jobs, pains, or gains that a large number of 
customers have, or for which a small number is willing to pay a 
lot of money.Align with how customers measure success.Focus 
on the most significant jobs, most severe pains, and most relevant 
gains.Differentiate from competition in a meaningful 
way.Address functional, emotional, and social jobs all together. 

ISBN 10: 0857085786
ISBN 13:
9780857085788
Price: USD 18 Pages:
160

Ship Date: Oct 27, 2014

The Art of Being a Brilliant Teenager 
By:  Andy Cope
Category: Business & Economics > Motivational

ABOUT THE BOOK
Calling all teenagers—quit the moaning and start loving 
life!Don't be a cliché. Don't stay in your bedroom grunting and 
grumbling. How about getting motivated, energized and start 
making a difference?! The Art of Being A Brilliant Teenager 
teaches you how to become your very best self—and how to 
figure out who that is, exactly. The bestselling authors of The Art 
of Being Brilliant and Be Brilliant Everyday are experts in the art 
of happiness and positive psychology and, with this new book, 
you'll find your way to becoming brilliant at school, work, and 
life in general. Stay cool under all the pressures you're facing, and 
plot a map for the future that takes you wherever it is you want to 
go. Become proactive, determined, successful and most 
importantly: happy!Fact: your life span is about four thousand 
weeks. It seems like a lot, but it's not. Complaining about life, 
homework, parents, and relationships may be normal now, but 
don't let it become your defining trait. Wh... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118821378
ISBN 13:
9781118821374
Price: USD 35 Pages:
208

Ship Date: Oct 27, 2014

The Agility Factor 
Building Adaptable Organizations for Superior Performance
By:  Christopher G. Worley
Category: Business & Economics > Management

ABOUT THE BOOK
A research-based approach to achieving long-term profitability in 
businessWhat does it take to guarantee success and profitability 
over time? Authors Christopher G. Worley, a senior research 
scientist, Thomas D. Williams, an executive advisor, and Edward 
E. Lawler III, one of the country's leading management experts, 
set out to find the answer. In The Agility Factor: Building 
Adaptable Organizations for Superior Performance the authors 
reveal the factors that drive long-term profitability based on the 
practices of successful companies that have consistently 
outperformed their peers. Of the 234 large companies across 18 
industries that were studied, there were few companies that 
delivered sus... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Christopher G. Worley is Senior Research Scientist at the 
University of Southern California’s Center for Effective 
Organizations. He is also professor of management at Pepperdine 
University’s Graziadio School of Business and 
Management.Thomas Williams is a Senior Executive Advisor at 
Strategy& (formerly Booz & Company) where he consults to 
large global companies on issues of strategy, organization, and 
management systems.Edward E. Lawler III is Director of the 
Center for Effective Organizations at the University of Southern 
California and Distinguished Professor of Management and 
Organization in the USC Marshall School of Business.
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ISBN 10: 0857085859
ISBN 13:
9780857085856
Price: USD 16.95 Pages:
224

Ship Date: Nov 3, 2014

The Little Book of Thinking Big 
By:  Richard Newton
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Long-awaited follow-up to the #1 bestselling Stop Talking, Start 
DoingDon't be one of the little thinkers – the small-time guys. Go 
big. Why not? What have you got to lose? If you aim for the stars 
you might just get there. Sometimes it pays off to think BIG and 
Richard Newton is here to get us thinking on a bigger scale than 
we ever imagined. By asking us some big life questions – "Who 
are you?" "What do you want?" "What are you doing?" "Where 
are you going?" he'll give you the real kick in the pants you need 
to get going and achieve what you always wanted to. Short and 
punchy with quick tips and inspiring graphics, The Little Book of 
Thinking Big will have your imagination, creativity and 
determination firing on all cylinders. You'll come away with a set 
of BIG goals to fuel and drive your BIG life. So go BIG, or go 
home!In The Little Book of Thinking Big you will learn to:Build 
your confidence and creativity by exploring positive thinking and 
mindset orientationUse goal ... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118933346
ISBN 13:
9781118933343
Pages: 240

Ship Date: Nov 3, 2014

The Frontline Leader 
Building a High-Performance Organization from the Ground Up
By:  Chris Van Gorder
Category: Business & Economics > Leadership

ABOUT THE BOOK
As President and CEO at Scripps Health, one of America’s most 
prestigious health systems, Chris Van Gorder has presided over a 
dramatic turnaround, catapulting Scripps from near bankruptcy to 
a dominant market position. While hospitals and health systems 
nationwide have laid people off or are closing their doors, Scripps 
is financially healthy, has added almost 5,000 employees, and has 
developed a reputation as a marquee employer, recognized year 
after year by Fortune Magazine, Working Mother, the AARP, and 
othersas a “Best Places to Work.” What are the secrets to this 
remarkable story, and what can other leaders and businesses learn 
from Van Gorder’s success as a leader?Van Gorder traces his 
track record to his background as a California police officer, 
and The Frontline Leader shares the leadership techniques 
learned from his service, grounded in the philosophy of 
responsibility, honesty, and public service learned as a member of 
the force. Poli... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118318544
ISBN 13:
9781118318546
Price: USD 32.95 Pages:
240

Ship Date: Nov 3, 2014

TraderMind 
Get a Mindful Edge in the Markets
By:  Steven Ward
Category: Business & Economics > Investments & Securities > 
General

ABOUT THE BOOK
By utilising mindfulness based psychological approaches in 
combination with strategies from performance psychology 
underpinned research from neuroscience this book provides you 
with practical proven strategies for…Improving your emotional 
reIncreasing your levels of self-awareness and self-
controlManaging your thoughts and emotions more 
effectivelyReducing feelings of stress and anxietyEnhancing your 
disciplineIncreasing your intuitive and judgement skillsGreater 
emotional regulationAlso includes the TraderMind 8 Week 
Training Program PLUS Access to online resources and audio 
recordings to enhance your learning experience.

ISBN 10: 1118892984
ISBN 13:
9781118892985
Pages: 224

Ship Date: Nov 3, 2014

Doug Kass on the Market 
A Life on TheStreet
By:  Douglas A. Kass
Category: Business & Economics > Finance

ABOUT THE BOOK
Build a bulletproof portfolio with advice from a top market 
expertDoug Kass on the Market: 15 Years on The Street provides 
investment advice and guidance from one of the most renowned 
traders in the world. Author Doug Kass distills his years of 
experience as a hedge fund manager and infamous short seller to 
share the theory, technique, and intuition that built his reputation 
and his portfolio. Anecdotes about interactions with Wall Street's 
most famous names, including Buffett, Cramer, and Cooperman, 
highlight tricks of the trade, essential value investor insight, and 
the secrets to being a smart short.Doug Kass's reputation as a 
savvy investor is well-earned and widely recognized. His work on 
Wall Street gained him heavyweight status, and the friendship, 
the respect, and the ear of some of the biggest names in finance. 
As a CNBC regular and 2013 Buffet Bear, Kass is widely known 
as a trusted source of wisdom and profitable insight. In Doug 
Kass on the Market, readers learn valuable le... Read more » 
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ISBN 10: 1118973054
ISBN 13:
9781118973059
Pages: 224

Ship Date: Nov 3, 2014

Gaming the Herd 
By:  Kenneth L. Fisher
Category: Business & Economics > Finance

ABOUT THE BOOK
Hone your jungle smarts to be a real contrarian and prey on the 
stock marketGaming the Herd is the real contrarian's guide to 
investing, with comprehensive explanations of how a true 
contrarian investor thinks and acts—and why it works more often 
than not. Bestselling author Ken Fisher breaks down the myths 
and cuts through the noise to present a clear, unvarnished view of 
timeless market realities, and the ways in which a contrarian 
approach to investing will outsmart the herd. In true Ken Fisher 
style, the book explains why most investors aren't bulls or 
bears—and which animal mentality you should 
develop.Contrarians understand how headlines really affect the 
market and which noise and fads they should tune out. Gaming 
the Herd is a primer to the contrarian strategy, teaching readers 
the jungle savvy they need to outperform the herd-like 
masses.Discover the limits of forecasting and how far ahead you 
should lookLearn why political controversy matter less the louder 
it get... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118963660
ISBN 13:
9781118963661
Pages: 256

Ship Date: Nov 24, 2014

The Bitcoin Big Bang 
How Alternative Currencies Are About to Change the World
By:  Brian Kelly
Category: Business & Economics > Investments & Securities > 
General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Get a handle on the digital currency revolution, and learn how to 
get on boardThe Bitcoin Big Bang is a guide to navigating the 
uncharted territory of digital currency. Written by CNBC 
contributor Brian Kelly, this book goes beyond Bitcoin 101 to 
explain how this transformative technology is about to change the 
world. Digital currency is thrown into perspective against the 
history of payment systems and its own evolution, as readers are 
invited to explore the ways in which this technology is already 
changing the way business gets done. Readers gain insight into 
the mechanisms behind Bitcoin, and an expert perspective on 
digital currency's effect on the future of money and the economic 
implications of the Bitcoin revolution.In the same way that e-mail 
changed the way we transfer information, the decentralized 
Bitcoin network is about to revolutionize the business world, the 
legal profession, and even the role of the government. The 
Bitcoin Big Bang dives head first into this paradigm sh... Read 
more » 

ISBN 10: 0857085670
ISBN 13:
9780857085672
Price: USD 18 Pages:
208

Ship Date: Dec 3, 2014

How To Deal With Difficult People 
Smart Tactics for Overcoming the Problem People in Your Life
By:  Gill Hasson
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Don't let problem people get you down, get in your way or get on 
your nerves!Some people are annoying. That's just a fact. Some 
people are demanding, difficult, unreasonable, awkward and 
infuriating. It's exhausting and frustrating to battle away with 
these people, desperately trying to get what you need as they 
make life difficult. Arrggghhh. It's time we stopped the agonizing 
and got these people out of our way. That's exactly what How to 
Deal With Difficult People can help us do. With frank discussion 
and clever, practical advice, bestselling author Gill Hasson, 
shares simple moves that make these people less of a problem. 
It's not about 'understanding' these people and trying to help them 
change – Gill's not suggesting you can help these people become 
glorious rays of sunshine – it's about getting them out of your 
way so they don't hold you back. How to get around these 
obstacles and reduce your own stress as a result. You'll learn how 
to control your reactions, choose ... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 0857085700
ISBN 13:
9780857085702
Price: USD 18 Pages:
216

Ship Date: Dec 3, 2014

Stuff I Wish I'd Known When I Started 
Working 
By:  Fergus O'Connell
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
Don't learn the hard way—get work advice from some of the 
world's most successful people, all in one place!Work is a tricky 
business—the politics, the workload, the career ladder. It can take 
years and years of battling away and learning through mistakes to 
fully get to grips with the dos and don'ts. What if you could fast 
track that process? Cut out all those years of learning the hard 
way and working it out for yourself? Enter Stuff I Wish I'd 
Known When I Started Working, the unique guide to making 
work work! Fergus O'Connell has had a wonderfully varied 
career spanning three decades, and in this book, he will teach you 
the things it takes others years to figure out. You'll also find 
nuggets of wisdom and invaluable career advice from some of the 
world's most successful people—people like Oprah Winfrey, J.K. 
Rowling, Steve Jobs, Richard Branson and Jeff Bezos.Whether 
you're new to the workforce, changing roles, or just stuck in a 
professional rut, this book shows y... Read more » 
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ISBN 10: 0857085565
ISBN 13:
9780857085566
Price: USD 22 Pages:
200

Ship Date: Dec 3, 2014

Powerhouse 
Turbo boost your effectiveness and start making a serious impact
By:  Mike Clayton
Category: Business & Economics > Personal Success

ABOUT THE BOOK
Be a force to be reckoned with. Be a Powerhouse.Are you 
owning everything in your life? Are you in control, with a plan, 
making everything you do count? Are you performing optimally 
and making an impact? If not, why not? It's time to step up and be 
bold, be effective, be a Powerhouse. Let Mike Clayton show you 
how to raise your personal effectiveness to dynamic levels and 
completely overhaul your life at work and at home. Lock down 
your purpose then develop the forceful focus of a true achiever. 
You'll learn how to make solid decisions, stand up for those 
decisions and garner unwavering support from others. You'll find 
expert advice for deciding what matters, and practical tips for 
turning intentions into determined actions so you can achieve 
what you want.As a powerhouse you'll be able to meet any 
challenge head on and deal with anything. You'll be performing 
at your peek and firmly on your way to outstanding 
success.Define your purpose and boost your focus and 
performanceMake the rig... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118964969
ISBN 13:
9781118964965
Price: USD 40 Pages:
224

Ship Date: Dec 3, 2014

Copy, Copy, Copy 
How to do smarter marketing by using other people?s ideas
By:  Mark Earls
Category: Business & Economics > Marketing > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
100 pick-up-and-use marketing strategy templates—get 
copying!Copy, Copy, Copy is a big, bright volume of templates 
designed to help marketers and managers more efficiently change 
human behaviour through social influence. Based on the 
argument that copying is human nature and innovation isn't 
always the best goal, this book offers one hundred actual pick-up-
and-use marketing plan templates specific to various scenarios. 
It's like a recipe book for human behaviour. Each strategy is 
illustrated by an example in marketing or contemporary pop 
culture from around the world and across different platforms, 
demonstrating the successful application of the techniques 
described.Copying helps humans navigate the world. From user 
reviews and bestseller lists to baby names and fashion trends, 
human beings are a social species that rely on one another to 
make sense of the bewildering array of choices that confront us 
every day. Copy, Copy, Copy describes how marketers can take 
advantage of this ... Read more » 
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ISBN 13:
9780730314592
Price: USD 22.95 Pages:
240

Ship Date: Dec 8, 2014

The Naked CEO 
The Truth You Need to Build a Big Life
By:  Alex Malley
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
The Naked CEO's guide to achieving your dream, starting 
nowFrom suspended schoolboy to disruptive CEO, Alex Malley, 
The Naked CEO, has led a life rich in successes and mistakes. 
Through it all he has learned a lot about what it takes to 
successfully build not only a big career, but also a big life.Gain 
insights from a successful CEO who's lived a big life. Be inspired 
by his unabashed real-life stories. Learn how to dream big and 
have the courage to pursue your passions and be willing to fail in 
that quest. Take the practical tips and apply them to your own 
career.Whether you're a student, jobseeker, professional, new to 
the workforce or just stuck in a rut, this book is your guide 
through the hurdles of the career journey to a big life. As a father 
of seven, Alex knows that this is the perfect book for parents or 
mentors looking to inspire the next generation.Career-readiness is 
a skill that people need. It can be learned the hard way, after 
years on the job and many potentially serio... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118985818
ISBN 13:
9781118985816
Price: USD 20 Pages:
336

Ship Date: Dec 15, 2014

The Sales Bible, New Edition 
The Ultimate Sales Resource
By:  Jeffrey Gitomer
Category: Business & Economics > Sales & Selling > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
The Sales Bible softbound – NEW EDITION WITH SOCIAL 
MEDIA ANSWERSGlobal sales authority Jeffrey Gitomer's 
bestselling classic, The Sales Bible, has been updated and 
appended in this new edition, offering you the ultimate sales 
methods and strategies that really work — every day, in real-
world selling situations.With over 200,000 copies of the previous 
editions sold, The Sales Bible was listed as one of "The Ten 
Books Every Salesperson Should Own and Read" by the Dale 
Carnegie Sales Advantage Program.Jeffrey Gitomer's column, 
"Sales Moves," and blog, "SalesBlog.com" are read by more than 
four million people every week. His customers include Coca-
Cola, BMW, Kimpton Hotels, Hilton, Wells Fargo Bank, IBM, 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car, Hewlett Packard, and hundreds of 
others.The Sales Bible is your personal, trusted, authoritative 
resource to reach your sales potential and shine like a star. Accept 
no substitutes. Here are a few highlights:The 10.5 
Commandments of SellingGenerate leads... Read more » 
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9781118956977
Price: USD 40 Pages:
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Ship Date: Dec 22, 2014

Gamechangers 
Creating innovative strategies for business and brands
By:  Peter Fisk
Category: Business & Economics > Marketing > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
This book shows you: How to think smarter and act 
faster; Embrace the new tricks of business; Understand how 
gamechangers dream and disrupt; and Deliver practical results 
and win.Gamechangers are the next generation of brands and 
business, shaking up markets by playing a different game and 
redefining markets in their own vision. They win through 
ambition and innovation rather than legacy and scale, out-
thinking the competition, focusing on the growth markets, and 
embracing technology in more human ways.The book is in two 
parts, top-and-tailed by a scene-setting introduction and a 
practical, feature and tool-packed Lab. Part 1, Play the Game, 
shows you how to generate the ideas and innovation that set 
gamechangers apart. Part 2 explores extraordinary next 
generation brands, profiling over 100 businesses nominated by 
peers, across continents and sectors, who are changing the game. 
Ranging from detailed case studies to fascinating pen portraits in 
sectors as diverse as... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118898060
ISBN 13:
9781118898062
Price: USD 19.95 Pages:
256

Ship Date: Dec 22, 2014

Love Your Job 
The New Rules of Career Happiness
By:  Kerry Hannon
Category: Business & Economics > Careers > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Step-by-step tips for revitalizing your careerYes, it is possible to 
have a job you love, and it doesn't require starting from scratch. 
Love Your Job is a guide to making work fulfilling and fun — 
again, or even for the first time. Why count down the hours of the 
day or the days to retirement when you could reinvigorate your 
workday, transforming the daily doldrums into a daily dose of 
enjoyable activity? Kerry Hannon, The New York Times 
columnist and AARP's Jobs Expert, focuses on the little things 
that can make a big difference in how we feel about work.Love 
Your Job is all about the routines, habits, and thought patterns 
that, over the years, may have turned a dream job into a drudge 
or, worse, a nightmare. Changing these habits and attitudes is 
simple, and this book shows you how to identify the little things 
that make work enjoyable and engaging. Using these simple 
techniques, you can adopt the attitude that will keep you happy 
and that might just lead to bigger and better t... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 0857085824
ISBN 13:
9780857085825
Price: USD 22.95 Pages:
208

Ship Date: Dec 31, 2014

Unstoppable 
Using the power of focus to take action and achieve your goals
By:  Pete Wilkinson
Category: Business & Economics > Small Business

ABOUT THE BOOK
How many of those days have you had where you work really 
hard and don't stop but at the end of the day you look back and 
realise you haven't actually achieved anything? How many 
detailed plans have you written at the start of a project which then 
sit in a drawer never to be looked at again? How many times have 
you said "this time next week/next month/next year..."?Whether 
it is meeting your sales targets, losing weight, getting your 
business ready to sell, or simply leaving the office on time each 
day, some of our goals can seem overwhelming and 
unachievable, despite the many attempts or hours of hard work 
we feel we are putting towards them. We are all really busy but 
simply not effective. We become frustrated because we are not 
making the most of ourselves. We lose focus and are not 
consistent; we realise what we are doing is not working but don't 
know what to do next.Unstoppable is designed to help you refine 
your vision, increase your focus and productivity and take action, 
so tha... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118828038
ISBN 13:
9781118828038
Pages: 256

Ship Date: Dec 31, 2014

The Quantitative Marketer 
Making the Shift from Traditional to Data-Driven Marketing
By:  Joseph Zawadzki
Category: Business & Economics > Marketing > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
How the Quantitative Revolution of analytics, "big data," and 
marketing automation are transforming marketingMarketing is 
going through a fundamental transformation. Technology, "big 
data" and the algorithm have conspired to disrupt the discipline of 
marketing. As digital has become a larger and larger portion of a 
marketer's spend—now the largest single channel after TV—and 
with more and more channels becoming digitized, radical new 
opportunities and challenges lie ahead. Survival navigating this 
period will require proficiency in Quantitative Marketing 
(QM).The Quantitative Marketer is for the practicing marketer, at 
all degrees of Quantitative Marketing and at various levels of 
seniority. From light theory about established direct marketing 
concepts and new insights to concrete examples of practicing 
marketers and their real-life experiences in both personal and 
organizational change management, this book will provide a solid 
foundation for their ongoing work in QM.The f... Read more » 
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Pages: 160

Ship Date: Jan 20, 2015

The Carpenter 
A Story About the Greatest Success Strategies of All
By:  Jon Gordon
Category: Business & Economics > Motivational

ABOUT THE BOOK
Bestselling author Jon Gordon returns with his most inspiring 
book yet—filled with powerful lessons and the greatest success 
strategies of all.Michael wakes up in the hospital with a bandage 
on his head and fear in his heart. The stress of building a growing 
business, with his wife Sarah, caused him to collapse while on a 
morning jog. When Michael finds out the man who saved his life 
is a Carpenter he visits him and quickly learns that he is more 
than just a Carpenter; he is also a builder of lives, careers, people, 
and teams.As the Carpenter shares his wisdom, Michael attempts 
to save his business in the face of adversity, rejection, fear, and 
failure. Along the way he learns that the... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
JON GORDON is the author of numerous bestselling books and 
his inspirational talks have inspired audiences around the world. 
His principles have been put to the test by countless Fortune 500 
companies, school districts, hospitals, sports teams, and 
nonprofits. Jon invites you to visit and connect with him at 
JonGordon.com or on Twitter @JonGordon11.

ISBN 10: 0470923431
ISBN 13:
9780470923436
Pages: 272

Ship Date: Jan 20, 2015

The Road to Reinvention 
How to Drive Disruption and Accelerate Transformation
By:  Josh Linkner
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Companies, communities, and individuals fall for many reasons, 
but one of the most common—and easily avoidable—is the 
failure to reinvent. When people and organizations rest on prior 
successes rather than driving purposeful transformation, they 
discover too late that they have lost their market position 
altogether to competitors and external forces.The most successful 
companies, brands... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Josh Linkner is the CEO of Detroit Venture Partners, playing a 
key role in the turnaround of Detroit, Michigan. He is the founder 
and former CEO of four successful tech companies including 
ePrize, the largest interactive promotion agency in the world. He 
is also the author of the New York Times bestseller Disciplined 
Dreaming (Jossey-Bass, 2011). He has been honored as the Ernst 
& Young Entrep... Read more » 

Reviews & Quotes
“Continuous reinvention has become a critical strategy to win in 
these challenging times. In TheRoad to Reinvention, Josh 
Linkner lays out a powerful and cohesive path to help you drive 
your own creative disruption.” —Steve Case, cofounder, AOL 
“Josh Linkner is a truly special entrepreneur, part of a rare breed 
that understands that the most important lesson on how to win i... 
Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118281403
ISBN 13:
9781118281406
Price: USD 22.95 Pages:
224

Ship Date: Feb 2, 2015

The Little Book of Professional Investing 
By:  Joshua Rosenbaum
Series:  Little Books. Big Profits
Category: Business & Economics > Investments & Securities > 
General

ABOUT THE BOOK
A total return approach to investing, as all Wall Street pros know, 
is about both return of your money and return on your money. 
The key driver of all great investments is valuation, and the pros 
do it 24/7 and much better than you and I. In simplest terms, this 
little book teaches you the four mission critical valuation methods 
that every Wall Street professional knows, and makes these 
methods easy for any investor to digest. Rosenbaum and Pearl, 
authors of the widely popular Investment Banking, now take on 
the challenge of arming individual investors with the same skills 
and insights as the smartest analysts on Wall Street.

ISBN 10: 1118899016
ISBN 13:
9781118899014
Price: USD 25 Pages:
224

Ship Date: Feb 2, 2015

The Beautiful Constraint 
How to Turn Your Limitations into Advantages, and Why it 
Matters Now More Than Ever
By:  Adam Morgan
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
An inspiring yet practical guide for transforming limitations into 
opportunitiesA Beautiful Constraint: How to Transform Your 
Limitations Into Advantages And Why It's Everyone's Business 
Now is a book about everyday, practical inventiveness, designed 
for the constrained times in which we live. It describes how to 
take the kinds of issues that all of us face today—lack of time, 
money, resources, attention, know-how—and see in them the 
opportunity for transformation of oneself and one's organization's 
fortunes. The ideas in the book are based on the authors' 
extensive work as business consultants, and are brought to life in 
35 personal interviews from such varied sources as Nike, IKEA, 
Unilever, the U.S. Navy, Formula One racecar engineers, public 
school teachers in California, and barley farmers in South Africa. 
Underpinned by scientific research into the psychology of 
breakthrough, the book is a practical handbook full of tools and 
tips for how to make more from less. Beaut... Read more » 
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ISBN 10: 1118979591
ISBN 13:
9781118979594
Price: USD 20 Pages:
144

Ship Date: Feb 24, 2015

Peter Drucker's The Five Most Important 
Questions You Will Ever Ask About Your 
Organization - for Millennial Leaders 
By:  Peter F. Drucker
Category: Business & Economics > Leadership

ABOUT THE BOOK
Timeless wisdom tailored for today through the guidance and 
insight of a new crop of young leaders in business, academia, the 
military and social enterprise as well as experienced leaders who 
are actively engaged in developing and coaching young 
professionals.  This spin-off of the 2008 classic retains the 
enduring 5-question leadership framework of Peter Drucker while 
providing new perspectives for young leaders.  By asking 
themselves, What is our Mission, Who is our Customer, What 
does our Customer Value, What are our Results, and What is our 
Plan, readers can focus on why they are doing what they are 
doing in their work, and how to do it better. This brief, clear and 
accessible book will challenge readers and stimulate spirited 
discussions and action within any organization, inspiring positive 
change and new levels of excellence.NEW TO THIS 
EDITION:12 new contributions from young leaders and those 
who develop them who have been directly influenced ... Read 
more » 

ISBN 10: 1118856708
ISBN 13:
9781118856703
Pages: 192

Ship Date: Feb 24, 2015

The 30% Secret 
Wall Street Insider Reveals Shockingly Easy Trick for Making 
More Money than You Can Spend in Two Lifetimes
By:  D. R. Barton, Jr.
Category: Business & Economics > Investments & Securities > 
General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Smart strategies to help guarantee your retirement through smart 
investmentsThe 30% Secret: Wall Street Insider Reveals 
Shockingly Easy Trick for Making More Money Than You Can 
Spend In Two Lifetimes is the comprehensive guide to shoring up 
retirement funds. With expert insight backed by data, the book 
provides clear guidance and actionable steps toward fine-tuning 
your investment strategy and providing for your future. You'll 
discover how to achieve superior returns by combining income 
and capital appreciation, and how to utilize all available 
opportunities to make the most of your money. The book covers 
everything from fixed income and equities to private equity and 
covered calls, giving you the tools you need to make your money 
work for you.One out of two American adults today is over the 
age of fifty, and lacking sufficient investment income to fund 
retirement. Traditional income investments like CDs, money 
market funds, and investment-grade bonds are generating 
historically low re... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118443675
ISBN 13:
9781118443675
Pages: 224

Ship Date: Mar 2, 2015

Startup Metrics 
Making Sense of the Numbers in Your Startup
By:  Brad Feld
Category: Business & Economics > Management

ABOUT THE BOOK
Useful, accurate data is essential to long-term startup business 
planning and strategyStartup Metrics is a comprehensive guide to 
implementing a plan that makes use of the metrics that make 
sense. Bestselling author Brad Feld draws upon two decades as 
an early-stage investor and entrepreneur to share the importance 
of data measurement, and how startup success depends on 
collecting the right data. The fourth in the Startup Rev series, this 
resource provides the insight and guidance of successful 
entrepreneurs who started with nothing more than an idea and the 
vision to execute on that idea. With a solid framework for 
understanding how good metrics drive profits and growth, you'll 
learn to create a blueprint specific to your business, and gain the 
ability to manage every aspect of the company more 
effectively.Startups are all the rage, but success requires more 
than just hanging out a shingle. Many entrepreneurs lack an 
understanding of the myriad forces that can work for or against a 
fl... Read more » 

ISBN 10: 1118456548
ISBN 13:
9781118456545
Pages: 256

Ship Date: Mar 2, 2015

X 
The Experience When Business Meets Design
By:  Brian Solis
Category: Business & Economics > General

ABOUT THE BOOK
Best practices for designing remarkable user 
experiencesConsumers and users are difficult to reach in today’s 
always-on world of social technologies. But at the center of 
business success is the need for people to share experiences, 
including experiences related to your products and services. X 
outlines the importance of user experience for executives and 
other leaders. Through rich visualization and a balance of 
pragmatic and inspirational text, X artfully motivates readers to 
rethink business models, products and services, marketing along 
with customerand employee relationships.• Walks readers 
through a day in the life of a connected consumer to see how 
shared experiences play a role in decision-making• Introduces the 
roles necessary to shape and steer meaningful and shareable 
experiences• Explains new models for designing experiences and 
how experiences influence decisions and affect the bottom line
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ISBN 10: 1118740246
ISBN 13:
9781118740248
Price: USD 30 Pages:
256

Ship Date: Mar 2, 2015

The Four Lenses of Innovation 
By:  Rowan Gibson
Category: Business & Economics > Development > Business 
Development

ABOUT THE BOOK
Learn the formula for infusing creativity into your organizational 
cultureWhy do we so often think of innovation as a secret, almost 
mystical ingredient in business success? In The Four Lenses of 
Innovation, Rowan Gibson delivers what we've long been hoping 
for: the news that innovation is logical, it's predictable, and we 
can all have it. By asking how the world's top innovators—Steve 
Jobs, Richard Branson, Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, and 
others—came up with their breakthrough ideas, the author 
identifies four key business perspectives that lead to 
groundbreaking growth potential.Written by the man the media 
calls "The Innovation Grandmaster," The Four Lenses of 
Innovation explains what makes the mind of the innovator tick 
and turns this insight into a systematic method for fostering new 
ideas across entire organizations. If you are looking for a surefire 
way to bring outside-the-box thinking into your enterprise, The 
Four Lenses of Innovation is it. The once-mysterious p... Read 
more » 

ISBN 10: 1118742478
ISBN 13:
9781118742471
Price: USD 60 Pages:
240

Ship Date: Mar 2, 2015

Virtual Banking 
A Guide to Innovation and Partnering
By:  Dan Schatt
Series:  Wiley Finance
Category: Business & Economics > Banks & Banking

ABOUT THE BOOK
Technology is permanently transforming the banking industry, 
and digital payments are the keyElectronic Payments, Mobile 
Commerce, and Virtual Banking: A Guide to Innovation, 
Partnering, and Regulation takes a hands-on approach to 
competing in the modern banking environment. Former PayPal 
Head of Financial Innovation Dan Schatt explores the reasons 
behind the massive consumer migration away from traditional 
banks, and provides clear, actionable guidance on beating new 
banking models at their own game. Digital payment is the hottest 
topic in banking today, and is set to define the future of the 
industry.Consumers are rapidly abandoning traditional banks in 
favor of institutions that are lower... Read more » 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
DAN SCHATT is the former Head of Financial Innovations for 
PayPal, responsible for defining and executing on PayPal's 
initiatives with the financial services industry. Schatt has also 
been an advisor to CGAP, part of the World Bank, and an 
industry analyst with Celent. Prior, he worked in the Financial 
Institutions Group at Citigroup. He currently serves as Chief 
Commercial Officer for Stockpile.

ISBN 10: 1118963326
ISBN 13:
9781118963326
Price: USD 40 Pages:
336

Ship Date: Oct 13, 2014

Personal Benchmark + Website 
Integrating Behavioral Finance and Investment Management
By:  Charles Widger

ABOUT THE BOOK
The authors of Personal Benchmark: Integrating Behavioral 
Finance and Investment Management outlines an elegant, simple 
to grasp yet sophisticated solution for advisors to use in designing 
and communicating investment strategies.The book will:Help 
advisors frame the discussion with the investor with an easy to 
grasp modelInfuse behavioral finance fundamentals to help 
advisors explain, and investors understand, the investment 
strategyCreate purchasing power and manage the investment and 
behavioral conflicts which surface while advisingShowcase how 
to meet the investor’s objectives – even in volatile marketsThe 
approach outlined in Personal Benchmark helps create a more 
positive investor experience, enabling investors to ignore the ups 
and downs of the market and focus on what really matters.

ISBN 10: 1118936515
ISBN 13:
9781118936511
Price: USD 40 Pages:
176

Ship Date: Sep 29, 2014

The Voice of the Rising Generation 
Family Wealth and Wisdom
By:  James E. Hughes, Jr.
Series:  Bloomberg

ABOUT THE BOOK
Avoid "Shirtsleeves to Shirtsleeves" by Finding Your 
VoiceGrowing up in a family with significant wealth or a family 
business can often feel like an exercise in silence. What should 
you ask? Whom should you ask? When? Is it ever right to talk 
about such things?The Voice of the Rising Generation speaks 
directly to those who find themselves living in that silence, the so-
called "next generation." Great wealth or a family business can 
act like a "black hole," sapping the dreams and aspirations of 
future generations who feel that they can never measure up to the 
fortune's founder. This book, written by a psychologist, an 
educator, and a wise counselor who single-handedly changed the 
landscape of family wealth, diagnoses with economy and 
precision the cause of entitlement and dependency. It is not too 
much money or too few chores. It is the failure of rising 
generations to individuate, that is, to pursue their dreams, develop 
their resilience, and find their voice.Many books are addressed t... 
Read more » 
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